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SYNOPSIS 

 

Rudy. Zośka. Alek. The heroes of the Grey Ranks. 

The tale about youth, love and friendship. About heroism at a great cost and about the fight 

which passed into a legend. They were young, they fell in love and wanted to live life to the 

full. Nothing seemed impossible. 

One day, their world fell apart; they had to abandon their dreams. The only choice they had: 

either bow down in humility or put their own life on the line. In spite of lacking experience and 

weapons, they found inner courage and strength to rise against the Nazi occupants. They 

believed in the power of friendship, freedom and Poland. They clung to noble ideals. They 

were like “stones thrown by God for the ramparts”… 

CREDITS AND INFORMATION ON THE MOVIE 

 
PRODUCTION COMPANY Monolith Films, Akces Film 

GENRE War drama 

DIRECTOR Robert Gliński 

CINEMATOGRAPHY Paweł Edelman 

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR Marek Brodzki 

WRITERS Dominik W. Rettinger, 

Wojtek Pałys (co-author) 

PRODUCED BY  Mariusz Łukomski (producer) 

Wojtek Pałys (producer) 

Maciej Ciupiński (producer) 

Andrzej Anusz (co-producer) 

LINE PRODUCER Wojtek Pałys 

PRODUCTION DESIGN Ewa Skoczkowska 

COSTUME DESIGN Elżbieta Radke 

MUSIC BY Łukasz Targosz 

MAKE-UP Ewa Drobiec 

SPECIAL EFFECTS AND PYROTECHNICS Simon Cockren 

CGI / DIGITAL EFFECTS Di FACTORY 

PRODUCTION MANAGER Leszek Pieszko 

THIS MOVIE IS COFINANCED BY THE POLISH FILM INSTITUTE 
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”Stones for the Rampart” is a screen adaptation of the cult classic novel by Aleksander 

Kamiński, widely regarded as one of the most important books of the 20th century. The 

movie is directed by Robert Gliński, known for such influential titles as “Wszystko, co 

Najważniejsze…” (“All That Really Matters”), “Świnki” (“Piggies”), “Cześć Tereska” (“Hi 

Tessa”). Rather than retelling the literary story in a traditional way, the movie becomes the 

author’s modern commentary of the events portrayed by Kamiński. 

 

The director of photography is one of the most trusted associate of Roman Polański, 

Paweł Edelman – one of the best cinematographers in the world, appreciated by 

international critics. His works include such films as ”Kroll”, ”Psy”, “Pan Tadeusz”, “The 

Pianist”, “Katyń”, “The Ghost Writer”, “Carnage”, “Pokłosie” (“Aftermath”) and “Wałęsa. 

Człowiek z nadziei” (“Walesa: Man of Hope”). In 2003 he received an Oscar nomination for 

“The Pianist”. He also received the Hollywood Film Award for the Best Cinematographer of 

2005. 

 

Responsible for production design is Ewa Skoczkowska, an experienced art director, 

appreciated by the leading Polish and American filmmakers. She has cooperated with the 

most famous directors in the world, including Steven Spielberg, Taylor Hackford, Agnieszka 

Holland and Wojciech Smarzowski. She designed the scenography for “Schindler's List” (as 

an art. director), “Sara”, “Edges of the Lord”, “Julie Walking Home”, “Ki”, “Proof of Life” and 

“Pręgi” (“The Welts”), for which she was nominated for Orzeł (the most important Polish film 

award). Ewa Skoczkowska is a laureate of a prestige Emmy Award (for the 2007 

documentary movie “Hindenburg: The Untold Story”) for the best TV works. 

 

Supplementing the design are the costumes by Elżbieta Radke who used to work on such 

movies as “Lava”, “The Double Life of Veronique”, “Psy”, “Cwał”, “Dług” (“The Debt”), “Duże 

zwierzę” (“Big Animal”), “Pogoda na jutro”, “Ogród Luizy” (”Louise's Garden”) and “Mała 

matura 1947”. She also showed her skills and experience as a historical costume designer in 

a Polish TV series “1920. Wojna i Miłość”. 

 

The lead in the department of special effects and pyrotechnics is a world-famous expert 

Simon Cockren, who co-worked by over 50 titles, including “Aliens”, “Saving Private Ryan”,  

“National Treasure”, “Alexander”, “RED 2” and “Fast and Furious 6”. The digital effects were 

created by Di FACTORY studio, known for the cooperation with Steven Spielberg and James 

Cameron. Employing world-famous specialists is aimed to modernise the production and 

achieve the level of realism on the scale of Hollywood’s greatest hits. 
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CAST 

  

 

Jan “RUDY” Bytnar Tomasz Ziętek 

Tadeusz “ZOŚKA” Zawadzki Marcel Sabat 

Aleksander “ALEK” Dawidowski Kamil Szeptycki 

Maryna “MONIA” Trzcińska Magdalena Koleśnik 

Halina “HALA” Glińska Sandra Staniszewska 

Rudy’s Father Artur Żmijewski 

Rudy’s Mother Danuta Stenka 

Zośka’s Father Krzysztof Globisz 

Stanisław “ORSZA” Broniewski Wojciech Zieliński 

Jan Wojciech Kiwerski Andrzej Chyra 

Henryk “HENIEK” Ostrowski Karol Górski 

Paweł Piotr Bondyra 

Hubert “HUBERT” Lenk Krzysztof Chorodowski 

Janek Błoński Wojciech Marcinkowski 

Trojanowski Olgierd Łukaszewicz 

Silesian Marian Dziędziel 

Pauker Lech Łotocki 

Wehrmacht Lieutenant Daniel Faust 

Hania Zawadzka Maria Kania 

Danuta Bytnar-Dziekańska “DUŚKA” Irena Melcer 

Baśka Paulina Gałązka 

Jan “ANODA” Rodowicz Eryk Kulm 

Józef “KATODA” Saski Paweł Krucz 

Tadeusz “BUZDYGAN” Krzyżewicz Jakub Konieczny 

Jerzy “SŁOŃ” Gawin Szymon Roszak 

Tadeusz “BOLEC” Chojko Dawid Czupryński 

Zygmunt “WESOŁY” Kaczyński Filip Pławiak 

Władysław “GIEWONT” Cieplak Michał Wanio 

Konrad “KUBA” Okolski Franciszek Gurgul 
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Sławomir “MACIEK” Bittner Krzysztof Szczepaniak 

Jerzy “JEREMI” Zborowski Michał Poznański 

Witold “KADŁUBEK” Bartnicki Krzysztof Rogucki 

Wiesław “SEM” Krajewski Paweł Janyst 

Jerzy “TYTUS” Trzciński Mateusz Trembaczowski 

“GOŁĘBIARZ” Jakub Wróblewski 

Janek Błoński’s Mother Joanna Górniak 

Janek Błoński’s Father Jerzy Łazewski 

Lieutenant’s Lady Anna Dereszowska 

Neighbour Elżbieta Czerwińska 

Man (Błoński’s neighbour) Maciej Grzbowski 

Hilde (secretary) Agata Pykowska 

Priest rev. Andrzej Luter 

Rudy’s Neighbour Magdalena Celówna-Janikowska 

Retired Ensign Andrzej Szenajch 

Policeman by the Arsenal Michał Napiątek 

Doctor at Pawiak Przemysław Redkowski 

Prisoner at Pawiak Andrzej Mastalerz 

Gendarme Ernest Lorek 

Boy making a row Kamil Małecki 

Girl with a balloon Maritta Iwańska 

Semitic Boy Andrzej or Kamiil Tkacz 

Seller at the toy shop Aleksandra Matlingiewicz 

Jewish Woman Beata Czernecka 

Officer Maciej Mikołajczyk 

Officer’s Lady Małgorzata Kowalska 

Boy Wiktor Jasiński 

Officer’s Lady at the Jeweller’s Malwina Wasilewska 

German Secretary Emma Herdzik 

Sentry Aleksander Trąbczyński 

Wehrmacht Officer Friedrich Apke 

Lange Wolfgang Boos 

Schulz Heiko Raulin 
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ROBERT GLIŃSKI ABOUT HIS MOVIE 

THE DIRECTOR’S EXPLICATION 

 

 

Robert Gliński (right) and Tomasz Ziętek (Rudy) during the shooting 

 

The film that we are shooting is somewhat different from the book “Kamienie na Szaniec” 

(“Stones for the Rampart”). In his novel, Aleksander Kamiński portrayed a mythologised 

history of the Polish scouts. His idealised characters and course of events came to be 

praised as acts of true heroism. Our movie offers a more contemporary perspective of the 

literary work. It’s our attempt to demythologise the legend. By means of essentially cinematic 

visual appeal, we seek authenticity in our characters. 

 

THE CONCEPT OF ADAPTATION 

 

The key to understand the screen adaptation is the origin and proper interpretation of the 

title. “Stones for the Rampart” is a direct reference to “The Testament of Mine”, one of the 

most famous poems by Juliusz Słowacki: 
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“But I beseech you – there is hope while there is breath. 

Do lead the nation with a wisdom’s torch held high, 

And one by one, if needed be, go straight to death, 

As God-hurled stones that densely over ramparts fly!” 

 

The poem was often discussed by the scouts of the Grey Ranks. They talked about it also in 

the context of Karol Koźmiński’s book ”Kamienie na Szaniec” written in 1937. It dealt with the 

fate of Józef Piłsudski’s Polish Legions soldiers who perished in the fight for Poland’s 

independence. The scouts were involved in discussions on the generations of their fathers 

and grandfathers sent to death at the barricades or in tranches by history itself. The youth 

sought answers to the questions about the sense and the very idea of such sacrifice. As they 

themselves were born in the independent Poland little did they know of the fact that the Great 

History would soon hurl them like stones over the rampart and make them fight for the future 

of their nation just like the previous generations. 

 

THE CLASH OF MYTH AND REALITY 

 

The most important issues taken up by the movie concern the attitude of the young 

protagonists towards armed struggle. Is it worth to build ramparts from such a precious 

resource as human life? Is it better to “hold the wisdom’s torch up high”, or “one by one go 

straight to death”? Are the rampart’s stones just redundant, abandoned boulders? Or 

perhaps they should be treated as a sign of hope and protection, as this is exactly what a 

rampart should provide? 

 

The matter is, however, far from lofty phrases. We focus on specific situations in which one 

has to make a choice and assume responsibility for one’s own actions. The protagonists 

wonder, whether they should stick to minor forms of sabotage, such as filling movie theatres 

with gases. Should they really resort to such a petty act of sabotage in which scouts could 

perish as well? Or perhaps they need to rise openly, even if it meant using old, dilapidated 

weapons and being faced with most absurd situations? The cinematic adaptation of 

Kamiński’s book centres around this very conflict – the clash of myth and reality, as well as a 

juxtaposition of different attitudes of the characters. 
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HISTORICAL BACKGROUND 

 

The novel “Kamienie na Szaniec” was not fully accurate from the historical point of view. The 

characters, as well as events, were adjusted to fit the ideal that Kamiński strived for when 

writing the book in 1943. The author wrote in order to “raise the nation’s spirit”, for the society 

tired with the occupation, for the scouts who mourned their lost friends. 

 

In fact, having read the novel’s typescript in 1943, Tadeusz “Zośka” Zawadzki himself 

commented: “We have to respect the author’s right to create characters he deems 

appropriate for the purposes of his work. This book is therefore a story by Aleksander 

Kamiński, rather than an actual documentary” (as quoted by Jan Rossman). 

 

A crowd scene 

 

Thus, I had to reach other sources as well in order to get the full picture of the characters and 

the famous Operation Arsenal, when Rudy was to be rescued. The most interesting materials 

were the memoirs of Anna Zawadzka, Zośka’s sister, and Tadeusz Zawadzki’s friend, Jan 

Rossman, collected in a single book devoted to Zośka. A lot of facts were covered by 

Stanisław “Orsza” Broniewski, the Chief Scout of the Grey Ranks (his books on the subject 

include “Akcja pod Arsenałem” and “Całym Życiem”). Still, one should take these materials 

with a pinch of salt, as at a time Zośka was seriously conflicted with Orsza. Another 
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interesting piece is a personal account of Tadeusz Zawadzki himself, written in April 1943. It 

was entitled “Kamienie przez Boga Rzucone na Szaniec” (“Stones Thrown by God for the 

Rampart”), which in fact could be treated as a starting point for Kamiński’s book. 

What allowed me to reach the true depth of movie characters, especially Zośka’s and 

Rudy’s, were our conversations with Wacław Zawadowski (the brother of “Gruby”). The 

protagonists used to visit him at his house quite a lot. I also learned a lot from the personal 

archives of Władysław Słodkowski (“Kurant”), made available courtesy of his daughter. 

These exceptional materials included notes, letters and even comic books from the time 

when Rudy, Maryna Trzcińska “Monia” and their friends used to meet at “Gromada”. They 

did not talk about conspiracy exclusively, but tried to have fun, for instance making movies 

together. Unfortunately, the movie starring Monia as femme fatale was lost. We heard a lot 

about the customs of the epoch from the chairman of the Grey Ranks Association, Prof. 

Wojciech Wolski. Extremely valuable as well were the memories of my mother, a member of 

the Grey Ranks herself. She knew Zośka personally, and later on she fought in the Warsaw 

Uprising as a member of the Rudy Company of the Zośka Battalion led by Andrzej “Morro” 

Romocki. 

 

However, my intention was neither to reinterpret the facts nor to verify the stories of 

eyewitnesses. It’s been a long time since the field of humanities lost its faith in the historical 

fact. The perspective of every event is subjective and shifts as the years go by. My movie is 

supposed to open the discussion of the historical events, rather than break it off. The truth is 

not in the facts, but the characters. 
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THE PROTAGONISTS 

 

 

Left to right: Marcel Sabat (Zośka), Tomasz Ziętek (Rudy), Kamil Szeptycki (Alek) 

 

From the dramaturgic point of view, the adaptation is based on the clash of two essential 

kinds of attitude, exemplified by Zośka (Tadeusz Zawadzki) and Rudy (Jan Bytnar). The 

former wants the scouts to join open armed struggle, while the latter claims that they should 

rather avoid direct confrontation with the enemy. Both friends belonged to the scout 

organisation before the war, and later on, in 1941, they joined the Grey Ranks. They took 

part in minor sabotage actions (tearing down Nazi flags, blowing gas into cinemas, 

distributing propaganda leaflets, etc.). In late 1942, they became part of Grey Ranks’ Assault 

Groups – the formation assembled for armed struggle with the occupants. Its first beginnings 

were difficult because of scarce amount of arms. The most tragic, however, was the year 

1943 which saw the arresting of Rudy, the Operation Arsenal, and finally the Jan Bytnar’s 

death followed by Zośka’s a few months later. 

 

My film concentrates on demythologising the legends, so as to make it easier for the viewer 

to feel an affinity with the characters – ordinary boys and girls who just want to live like we do 

nowadays, develop their passions, enjoy their youth, make friends, find love. On the other 

hand, the movie aims to oppose the contemporary trends to “analyse” the protagonists with 
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regards to gender ideology (for instance, homosexual themes), the reading I see as a serious 

misunderstanding. 

 

The movie concentrates mostly on friendship – its absolute value, which cannot be measured 

by statistics or the balance of loss and gain. Another focal point is moral sensitivity. Zośka 

and Rudy are not professional soldiers; they don’t kill, as if it were their everyday job. They 

do not follow orders to blindly eliminate enemies, but rather act on the basis of a conscious 

choice. Every moment of hesitation before they pull the trigger can be very costly – it may be 

a matter of life and death, be it one’s own or friends’. 

 

 

ROBERT GLIŃSKI 

INTERVIEW WITH THE DIRECTOR 

  

 Robert Gliński (left) and Marcel Sabat during the shooting 

 

What kind of message for the young people does “Stones for the Rampart” convey? 

Personally, I like to talk about a magnet capable of pulling on young viewers, because the 

young reject everything that they are forced to. I would like to make them see the 

protagonists as their peers, who are just as cool – they seek love and make jokes, they are 
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funny, but can also talk to each other and stay true to their ideals. To them, words such as 

“friendship” and “patriotism” are something much more authentic than empty, undefined 

values. This is what they really practise, rather than preach only. I would like to make the 

young viewers think to themselves: ”Why shouldn’t my life be just as cool?”. 

 

What’s the story that you present through the movie? 

“Kamienie na Szaniec” is most of all a movie about the young generation that is put to a test 

during the occupation. The young must fight and decide whether they should take their 

struggle to the streets. The protagonists are scouts, the Grey Ranks, boys who passed their 

high school finals in 1939 and wanted to study at a university. They thought they would be 

able to live just like we do, find love, work, learn, but the fate had other plans for them. 

History forces them to face death one by one, like “stones thrown by God for the ramparts”. 

These words come from Słowacki’s poem that became a hymn of the scouts who tried to 

ponder both sides of the coin. The boys had a tough decision to make – to fight openly or 

not, to put their life on the line, heading for the barricades, or hide and learn in order to 

survive and restore the country to its greatness once the war is over. 

 

What is really fantastic is that this generation could talk about it. The decisions were neither 

arbitrary nor imposed by the commanders. The choices were born among them and made in 

the course of a conversation. This is what makes this generation so much different in 

comparison with other actors of the theatre of war. 

 

Why did you choose Marcel Sabat, Tomasz Ziętek and Kamil Szeptycki to play the 

main characters? 

First of all, Zośka and Marcel are both mysterious. We ourselves are unable to guess what’s 

on his brain. It’s important for an actor who plays the leading role to not only act in front of 

the camera, but to also win the audience by some inner power. In the case of Marcel it’s a 

surplus value, something that adds to the ability to put himself into his character’s shoes. I 

think I haven’t truly figured him out throughout the shooting. 

 

In turn, Tomek Ziętek, who plays Rudy, is like a Polish version of James Dean – a nice 

young boy. The story of this character is that we first need to get to know him, like him for 

what he is, in order to pity him when he is arrested by the Gestapo. Then we really feel for 

him. Rudy is therefore incredibly similar to Tomek himself. 
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Kamil is quite a young actor, he still tries to improve his technique, but his merits are passion 

and juvenile gullibility. In this respect he is similar to Alek, a boy who is all smiles. 

 

How did you prepare the actors to enter the filmset? 

Before we start shooting, I always take some time to work on the text and particular scenes. 

This time we also met and ran through each dialogue scene. I can clearly remember the 

rehearsals that we’ve had with the German actors and Tomek Ziętek. Particularly interesting 

was the interrogation scene at the Gestapo HQ, in which Rudy was hanging upside down 

from the ceiling. This is what I’ve chosen to rehearse before the shooting. Tomek was 

hanging from the balcony where we tied the rope. 

 

You have also told us that you visited the Powązki Cemetery to show the actors the 

graves of their characters… 

Yes, actually, on the 1st of August Zośka’s graves are visited in quite large numbers. I used 

to go there with my mum who would then tell me about the people from that time. I remember 

her saying: “Here lies Baśka. I lent her my shoes and the next day she was killed by the 

Nazis”. I knew those alleys and so I offered the main actors to visit the graves together. 

Kamil Szeptycki, who is Alek, really stood by “his own” gravestone and burst into tears. He 

was deeply moved. All of the boys really identified themselves with their characters. It added 

a whole new dimension to the movie, as the actors felt that what they portrayed was the 

truth. 

 

How can you describe this movie from the technical perspective? 

The film is a break with convention because we have divided it into three distinct parts. When 

presenting a story with historical roots, one needs to adopt a vivid language rather than 

follow a regular pattern which would turn the whole thing into an obsolete piece of junk. We 

had to introduce shifts to the stylistics. Hence lots of dynamic short takes intermingling with 

long, peaceful scenes. The shifting dynamics is a way to diversify the cinematic means of 

expression. 

 

How would you describe your cooperation with Paweł Edelmanem? 

Paweł Edelman is a great cameraman and possesses a certain feature often emphasised by 

Andrzej Wajda – the less time he has to shoot the scenes, the better the final effect. 

Indeed, nowadays it is unfortunately most often the case that the scene must be filmed 

quickly. That’s why Paweł’s capability to work very fast is so important. He simply knows 

what he wants to achieve and it allows him to prepare everything in no time. I was surprised 
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myself, when I saw the filmset, lights and cameras ready, while the actors were still busy 

putting on their costumes and makeup. Furthermore, Paweł is not afraid of making bold 

decisions. He is very flexible when it comes to camerawork. 

 

Did Paweł Edelman also find time for pre-production? 

Generally, we managed to talk through and plan each scene. We were fully prepared for the 

days of shooting that would follow. At the very beginning we already knew where to place the 

camera, what effect we would aim at and what to focus on in each scene. Of course we were 

ready to make slight changes, if the actors or situations required us to. Paweł made it easier 

through his approach, being a great help for both the director and the actors. 

  

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Robert Gliński (born 17.04.1952 in Warsaw) – movie director, graduate of Architecture Faculty at the Warsaw University of 

Technology and the Leon Schiller National Higher School of Film, Television and Theatre in Łódź. He is widely regarded as one 

of the leading Polish moviemakers. His first feature film was 1983’s “Niedzielne Igraszki” (“Sunday Pranks”). 

 

His most notable and critically acclaimed works include: ”Niedzielne Igraszki” (1983), “Łabędzi Śpiew” (“Swan Song” – 1988), 

”Wszystko, co Najważniejsze” (”All That Really Matters” – 1992),  ”Cześć, Tereska” (”Hi Tessa” – 2000), ”Wróżby Kumaka” 

(”The Call of the Toad” – 2005), ”Benek” (2007) and ”Świnki” (”Piggies” – 2009). He is a laureate of numerous awards and 

distinctions, including three awards at the Mannheim Festival (“Niedzielne Igraszki”), an award in the category “Best Director”, 

as well as two Grand Prix awards and Journalists’ awards at the Gdynia Film Festival (“Łabędzi Śpiew”, “Wszystko, co 

Najważniejsze”, “Cześć Tereska”), Peace Prize at the Trieste Film Festival (“Wszystko, co Najważniejsze”), the Polish Orzeł 

Film Award in the category “The Best Movie, Direction and Screenplay”, the Złota Kaczka and Złota Taśma awards, Jury’s 

Special Prize at the Warna Film Festival and the Polish Filmmakers Association Award (all of these for “Cześć Tereska”). 

 

In 2001 Gliński was awarded a prestige Paszport Polityki award for the lifetime achievement as a filmmaker, while a year later 

he received the annual award of the Polish Minister of Culture and Art. In 2006 he received a congratulatory letter from the 

Polish President Lech Kaczyński. In 2011 Gliński obtained a Professor of Art and Film degree, and, in the period of 2008-2012 

he was a rector of Leon Schiller National Higher School of Film, Television and Theatre in Łódź. From September 2011 he holds 

the position of General and Artistic Director of the Powszechny Theatre in Warsaw. 
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PAWEŁ EDELMAN 

INTERVIEW WITH THE CINEMATOGRAPHER 

  

Paweł Edelman shooting “Kamienie na Szaniec” 

 

What are the main reasons that make you choose to work on particular movies? 

There are always two factors. The first one is the text, the other is the company – the people 

with whom you have to work on the text. In the case of “Kamienie na Szaniec”, both the 

content and the director Robert Gliński seemed interesting enough to accept the offer. 

 

How would you therefore describe your cooperation with Robert Gliński? 

It was a very enjoyable experience and our cooperation turned out great. We managed 

something that the crew sometimes fails to do before the actual shooting starts – we spent 

together the entire two weeks, analysing the script, discussing all scenes, one after another. 

We came up with a screenplay that we would like to follow, setting each scene where we 

needed it to be. This kind of preparation is incredibly beneficial to both the director and the 

cinematographer. Through such meetings one can reach a crucial agreement and find the 

common ground. This allowed us to make a movie in a pleasant atmosphere and avoid 

crises or complications. 
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The movie’s target group is chiefly young people and the film itself also deals with the 

young. Was this fact relevant to you, as a cinematographer? 

For me the subject matter is the most important. The older I get, the less interest I have in 

the cinematography itself, and the more I consider what the film actually has to offer. The 

form is naturally dependent on the text and this form must be relevant to the target audience. 

Bearing this in mind, together with the director, we decided on a particular strategy and film 

language. 

 

When it comes to the movie, are you a “painter” or rather a “storyteller”? 

I am definitely a storyteller. I have no interests in beautiful pictures. The category of beauty is 

irrelevant in the movie. If one says that a movie is quite average, but it features excellent 

photography or camerawork, it gives a bad name to the cinematographer. I think that our 

task is to make a decent movie as a whole. If it turns out good, it means the cinematographer 

did a good job as well. 

 

Did you have a particular visual plan in your mind when shooting “Stones for the 

Rampart”? 

There is no such thing. It is the viewer who has to see the movie in the cinema and assess it 

on the basis of what she saw, decide whether everything works the way it’s supposed to. 

We’ve all had plenty of ideas that make the whole picture. There was a general plan on how 

the movie should look like and each scene followed in accord. We wanted to make this film a 

dynamic experience, addressed mainly to the young audience. For this reason we 

abandoned the language of the bygone epoch in favour of a more modern approach. 

 

Do you see working with young actors as a particular challenge? 

Quite a few young actors were cast. Some of them were focused on their role in a very 

professional way. Still, others were a bit distracted, making cooperation more difficult. 

However, when it comes to the three protagonists, they did really great. These young people 

were perfectly aware of the importance of what we were doing and the chance they got. In 

my opinion, they did their best when showing emotions in front of the camera. They tried to 

comply with the technical requirements and made our cooperation a mutually rewarding 

experience. I will remember this very fondly. 

 

To what extent are the young protagonists similar to the contemporary youth? 

We know the story of every character mentioned by the historians in relation to the Grey 

Ranks. Such characters were of most interest to us. They were ordinary people, living their 
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own lives. They had their loves and weaknesses. These people were forced to make difficult 

choices in a very unusual situation. Our story shows the (often unpredictable) consequences 

of these choices. Decisions that initially seemed to lead to acts of heroism, later on turned 

out to be genuinely tragic. 

 

Can “Stones for the Rampart” be considered a war movie? 

Not really. Rather than a war movie it’s a psychological picture set in the times of war. There 

are quite a few sequences of shooting and battling, but calling it war cinema misses the 

point. 

 

What did you consider the most difficult element of your work on this movie? 

Making this movie was indeed a pleasant experience. I don’t recall any particularly difficult 

scenes to shoot. What I remember is perfect communication with the actors and the director, 

the pleasure of working with the whole crew. For this reason I find it difficult to pinpoint any 

inconveniences. When it comes to my craft itself, the most demanding appeared those 

scenes which required coordination with our stuntmen and experts in CGI and pyrotechnics, 

because this kind of work requires collective effort and patience of a huge group of people. 

On the upside, the whole process is really interesting. 

 

Do you recall any technical issues during the shooting in Warsaw? 

The most difficult part was finding the actual places to shoot. It’s getting more and more 

problematic to find such places in Warsaw that resemble the old locations that saw the 

events described in “Stones for the Rampart”. Hence we went to Lublin and used a lot of 

digital effects. I think it is hardly possible to truly recreate the world of the “Lost Generation”.  

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Paweł Edelman (born 26.06.1958 in Łódź) – a cinematographer, graduate of Film Studies faculty at the University of Łódź and 

Film and TV Picture Production & Photography faculty at the Leon Schiller National Higher School of Film, Television and 

Theatre in Łódź. He is the most renowned Polish cinematographer and has cooperated with such famous movie directors as 

Roman Polański, Andrzej Wajda, Władysław Pasikowski, Taylor Hackford, Steven Zailla, Vadim Perelman, Janusz Zaorski and 

Łukasz Barczyk. 

 

His first feature film as a director of photography was 1989’s ”Głuchy telefon” (“Crossed Lines”). Already ta that time, Paweł 

Edelman cooperated with Władysław Pasikowski on a regular basis (they started working together on short films made for 

academic purposes). Later on, Edelman became the director of photography for such pictures as ”Kroll” (1991), ”Psy” (1992), 

”Psy II” (1994), ”Słodko Gorzki” (“Bitter-Sweet” – 1996), ”Demony Wojny wg Goi” (“Demons of War“ – 1998), ”Operacja Samum” 

(“Operation Simoom” – 1999), ”Reich” (2001) and ”Pokłosie” (“Aftermath” – 2013). The close cooperation with Pasikowski has 

not limited Edelman’s horizons when it comes to different film genres. He proved his artistic versatility, shooting movies directed 

by Andrzej Wajda – ”Nastazja” (1994), ”Pan Tadeusz” (1999), ”Zemsta” (2002), ”Katyń” (2007), ”Tatarak” (2009) i ”Wałęsa. 
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Człowiek z nadziei” (“Walesa: Man of Hope” – 2013), as well as Jerzy Stuhr – ”Historie Miłosne” (“Love Stories” – 1997) and 

”Duże Zwierzę” (“Big Animal” – 2000). 

 

A real breakthrough in his career was the year 2002, when Edelman’s cooperation with Roman Polański began. The first movie 

made by this duet was ”The Pianist”, nominated for numerous Oscars (incl. Best Cinematography category). The subsequent 

productions with the most renowned Polish director – ”Oliver Twist” (2005), ”The Ghost Writer” (2010), ”Carnage” (2011) and 

”Venus in Fur” (2013) – all turned out a huge success. Already in the year 1999, an opinion-forming magazine ”Variety” 

described Edelman as one of the top 10 most promising cinematographers in the world. The filmmaker was twice awarded at 

the Gdynia Film Festival (”Kroll” and ”Kroniki Domowe”), received three Orzeł statuettes (the most prestigious Polish movie 

award) and four nominations (”Demony Wojny wg Goi”, ”Kroniki Domowe”, ”Pan Tadeusz”, ”Duże Zwierzę”, ”Boże Skrawki”, 

”The Pianist” and ”Katyń”). In the last two years he also became a laureate of two Złota Kaczka statuettes awarded by an 

influential ”Film” magazine (for ”Katyń” and ”Tatarak”). 

 

Paweł Edelman achieved an enormous success also on the international scale. His camerawork was appreciated by the 

greatest film academies all over the world. For his work on ”The Pianist”, he received an Oscar nomination (courtesy of 

Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences) the BAFTA Award (British Academy of Film and Television Arts), César Award 

(given by the French Cinema and Arts Academy) and the award of American Society of Cinematographers (ASC). 

 

Edelman is also a member of Polish Film Academy (PFA), European Film Academy (EFA) and Academy of Motion Picture Arts 

and Sciences. 

 

 

MARIUSZ ŁUKOMSKI 

INTERVIEW WITH THE PRODUCER 

 

Why did you see this movie as one worth making? 

It was for two reasons. Monolith has already co-produced a few historical movies with a 

message, such as “General Nil” or “Różyczka” (“Little Rose”). I think it is a good way to 

follow, to leave the world our historical legacy. This is indeed an enormous challenge, 

because it is bound with heavy responsibility. Yet, I think we may have gathered the crew 

that is capable of doing it. It was important for me to show this movie to my sons, so as to 

make them think, even just for a while, about the direction the world, Europe and Poland are 

going and about what really matters in life. 

 

The book “Kamienie na Szaniec” has created a legend, but the movie is not a 

traditional adaptation. How is the film different from its classic predecessor? 

The book became a sort of monument to the young heroes. Nowadays, when we address 

the young ones as our target group, we can’t base the whole movie solely on the novel. 

While the book could lay fundamentals for a full TV series, what we needed to do was make 

a two hour long movie that would be accepted by today’s youth, viewers who got used to 

Hollywood style with different narration and cinematography techniques. 
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You’ve mentioned that, on the one hand, there is a great consideration of tradition, 

while on the other – the understanding of contemporaneity. With regards to the movie 

– how does one demythologise the legend? 

That was the job of the director and the screenwriter. I think it turned out a success in 

“Stones for the Rampart”. We didn’t aim to erect a monument to the Lost Generation, as 

today’s youth would definitely reject it. The characters would lack essential authenticity. We 

wanted to portray young people who clung to ideals and were able to talk about them in a 

way that would appeal to the modern generation.  

 

What can contemporary young viewers learn from this story? Can they make what 

they discover a part of their life? 

The young people we portrayed were not unlike the youth of today. It was the situation that 

forced them to make choices. They had different opinions and attitude as regards life and 

death or the risk associated with armed struggle. They made their choice. I would like today’s 

youth to think about what they would do, if faced with a really grave situation. It doesn’t need 

to concern the war. Everyday one can be on the horns of such dilemmas as, for instance, 

whether to stand up for a close friend. 

 

You focus on the movie’s message, but we could also consider the entertainment 

factor… Can the audience expect a lot of action and battle scenes? What kind of 

emotions will they evoke? 

A good film has to possess various qualities – it needs to move emotionally, entertain, spark 

interest, all in all – engage the viewer. The audience has to be drawn inside. If the viewers 

stay outside, it means they are bored. For this reason we made sure that in “Stones for the 

Rampart” there would be a decent degree of action, not limited to the battle scene at the 

Arsenal only. Alongside the action there is also room for love, tears and smile. 

 

When you started working on this movie, did you ask yourself, who should be the 

target group? 

Although the subject matter is quite universal, the film is clearly directed at the young, both 

today’s generation and the ones yet to come. In addition the movie is dedicated to those who 

vividly remember those events. The problem was that most of the boys under Zośka’s 

command never even made it to the Warsaw Uprising. However, there are still people who 

took part in those events – former members of the Grey Ranks, warriors of the Warsaw 
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Uprising. They brought up their children who became our mothers and fathers. Our picture is 

a tribute to these people. 

 

Speaking of the young generation, so about your son as well, what kind of emotions 

should fill the viewers who have watched this movie? 

I would like to make the young believe it was the truth… To have no doubt that their peers 

could act the way we have shown, which means being as responsible and adamant, doing 

their best. The movie should make us ponder about what is really important. This is what I 

care about the most. 

 

How much time did the crew need to prepare for the shooting? 

The preparations were brief, as we had to hurry up with the shooting due to Paweł Edelman’s 

duties. Because I really wanted him to contribute, we had little time to do a lot of work. The 

whole crew, from scenography department to costume design, worked to the best of their 

ability. At some point I realised what a great team of experts I had a chance to cooperate 

with. In mere six weeks they managed to achieve what might take even a whole year in 

Hollywood. 

 

It is also worth to note that for many actors cast in “Stones for the Rampart” it has been the 

first on-screen appearance, a fact that always means some degree of risk to the producer. 

Fortunately, we managed to combine the crew’s experience with the actors’ youthful energy. 

The audience will notice that there is some essential chemistry between them. 

 

What do you consider the most challenging part of this production? 

It took us over a year to be granted the rights to make the screen version of the book. 

Aleksander Kamiński’s inheritor has eventually trusted us and accepted our arguments and 

idea, for which I am very much obliged to him.  

 

What about the most difficult challenge to you as a producer? Was it the rendering of 

the old Warsaw or perhaps something else? 

We were in a tight spot when shooting the Operation Arsenal. Facing many problems, we 

had to find a workaround. Eventually, we decided to make a few takes in Lublin. The city 

turned out very helpful. Because we pay attention to detail, for the shooting we even had the 

street paving removed, as it looked too modern. 
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BIOGRAPHY 

 

Mariusz Łukomski – a movie producer, the founder and owner of Monolith Films, the leading film distribution company in 

Poland. His first production was the movie ”Poniedziałek” (1998). Later on, Mariusz Łukomski became the producer and co-

producer of some of the greatest Polish motion pictures, including ”Sezon na Leszcza” (2000), ”Stacja” (“Station” – 2001), 

”Haker” (2002), ”Jeszcze raz” (2008), ”Ile Waży Koń Trojański?” (“How Much Does the Trojan Horse Weigh?” – 2008), ”Generał 

Nil” (2009) and ”Różyczka” (“Little Rose” – 2010). 

 

For his producer’s debut, ”Poniedziałek”, he was awarded as many as three statuettes at the 1999 Screen Debut Festival 

”Młodzi i Film” in Koszalin (Young Filmmakers Jury Award, the Main Prize in the Polish movie contest and Grand Prix ”Wielki 

Jantar” in the international contest). The same movie received a Brązowe Grono award during the Lublin Film Summer Festival. 

Movies produced by Mariusz Łukomski were awarded not only individual prizes, but also the most prestigious distinctions at 

both Polish and international events. The producer was voted the Polish film business Personality of the Year 2009 by the 

Stopklatka.pl Web portal for his ”uncompromising approach towards distribution”. He was described as one who “is not afraid to 

meet the market’s demands and invests in projects at their outset – a one-man-institution, a major player, a true cinema lover”. 
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MARCEL SABAT “ZOŚKA”, KAMIL SZEPTYCKI “ALEK”,  

TOMASZ ZIĘTEK “RUDY” 

INTERVIEW WITH THE ACTORS 

 

 

Left to right: Marcel Sabat (Zośka), Tomasz Ziętek (Rudy), Kamil Szeptycki (Alek) 

 

You are yet at the beginning of your acting career. How did you manage to 

impersonate such iconic, symbolic characters? 

Marcel Sabat: I’ve decided to remove unnecessary stress that could hinder my plans to work 

at the filmset. Once thoughts about pressure started to cross my mind, I tried to push them 

aside right away. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: I didn’t want to fall under pressure associated with the common image of 

Rudy, because everyone should have their own view. I just tried to portray him as earnestly 

as I could on the basis of our sources. 

 

 

How did you prepare for your roles? 

Marcel Sabat: The rehearsals and preparations took a whole month. During this time we 

went step by step through the script with the director – all of the scenes with full cast. It 
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allowed us to get accustomed to our roles and eliminate unnecessary stress. We also had to 

make some homework – read a lot and familiarise ourselves with the materials provided by 

the director. I think this was the stage of a necessary mental work. It simply made us think 

about the subject matter a lot and focus on it. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: Naturally, before the shooting started I was absorbed with reading on the 

subject. Still, I didn’t want to lose my energy, so I also started to prepare for the difficult 

interrogation scenes first. I did my best to be in character. I tried to make my performance 

appear natural in every scene, no matter how difficult it would be. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: First of all, I read a lot. I had to get to know Alek and his surroundings. I 

tried to understand the relations and reality of the times of the war and before it. Very helpful 

was the book by Tomasz Strzembosz, the husband of Alek’s sister. That was a real treasure 

house – a collection of beautiful letters and personal notes. Having read enough about my 

character, I started to visit historical places. It was then that my imagination started to stir. 

We went to Powązki with the director… When I stood by Alek’s grave, I felt these people 

really were so close, 2-3 meters below us.  

 

Marcel Sabat (Zośka) 
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Did you infuse your characters with a part of yourself through such a deep personal 

commitment? 

Marcel Sabat: I think that we had to play these roles, filtering them through our emotions and 

the “I” – our nature and personality. Of course I was inspired by the descriptions I had read, 

but what we and the director strived at most of all was to show different sides of each 

character. I believe that me and Zośka share a certain kind of melancholy. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: I think that me and Rudy are equally sensible. Jan Bytnar lacked any kind of 

“insulation” that would protect him from absorbing everything around him. Both the beautiful 

and the bad things affected him very deeply. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: I tried to make turn Alek loose inside my soul, to make him feel at ease. I 

focused mostly on making him really come to life. Alek was full of energy – he wanted to live, 

romp around and know everything. I hope I’ve managed to show it. 

 

Did you discover that you had something in common with the protagonists of 

Kamiński’s novel? 

Marcel Sabat: First of all, it’s the way we perceive others. A very important aspect is the kind 

of families the boys were brought up in. It was the period right after World War I and certain 

notions were instilled into their minds. Suddenly it turned out that the boys could have to go 

through what their parents and grandparents had already suffered and our characters 

refused to conform. I think these set of traits is what every man should possess. We cannot 

conform when someone takes away our freedom, our homeland, the people we care for and 

love. Although it is vital to remember about it, we often seem to forget. This movie made me 

realise it. “Kamienie na Szaniec” is indeed a beautiful story of a group of young people. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: I think me and Rudy share the sense of humour. I know it from the 

documents and letters that I’ve had a chance to read. For instance Rudy used to close girls 

in the bathroom. I think the positive attitude and energy is what we have in common. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: We definitely share a lot of features. I think that the most important factor 

that allowed me to eventually play Alek is our joy of life – seizing the day, being here and 

now. I call it an inner “want”. Everytime I’ve imagined Alek, he was joyfully jumping around. It 

was so symbolic… 
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What can you tell us about the conflict between Rudy and Zośka? 

Marcel Sabat: Rudy was somewhat afraid of armed struggle. He would rather stick to minor 

sabotage actions. Zośka, in turn, was hot headed. His straightforward attitude was all like: 

“We go out there with guns and engage head on”. He was a commander, eager to organise 

the actions of armed forces. Rudy and Zośka had a common aim, but followed different ways 

to achieve it. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: Their conflict was the result of two different kinds of ideology. They both 

asked themselves the question whether one who fights for freedom can take someone’s life, 

which would also mean taking away their freedom. Bearing in mind the Grey Ranks’ rule 

“work today, tomorrow and a day after”, we can say that Zośka represents the “today” part, 

while Rudy is more inclined towards “the day after tomorrow”. I think that Rudy’s way of fight 

is to look ahead and learn in order to prosper when independence is regained. He left the 

armed struggle to others. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: While Zośka wants to fight right now, Rudy says that it’s the wrong way. In 

this situation Alek is the one who combines both views and this fight takes place within 

himself. The boys actually made an interesting choice, because they both fought and tried to 

complete their education. They eventually perished, but what matters the most is that they 

did not give up and never ceased to build their character. I think they have found the golden 

mean. 
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Left to right: Tomasz Ziętek (Rudy) and Marcel Sabat (Zośka) 

 

What’s your attitude then – would you mount resistance and fight for the country or 

rather withdraw in order to rebuild the state later on? 

Marcel Sabat: That’s a very difficult question. In my opinion, both ways have their 

advantages. Depending on what one tries to achieve, minor sabotage can make as much 

sense as open armed struggle. As far as my own attitude is concerned, my first thought 

would be to fight openly, but the more I think about it, the more doubts appear. My realisation 

is that no sooner can we answer this question than we truly get to know ourselves. This is 

something everyone has to learn on their own. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: Neither of these ways is a definite solution. I think it’s best to combine both 

kinds of approach, as we have seen on the instance of Rudy. On the one hand he was 

engaged in a fight for the present, on the other he tried to remain on the safe side. He was 

not entirely sure whether armed struggle was necessary, but he constantly wondered what to 

do afterwards – he thought about a different kind of battle. His approach seems the most 

legitimate. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: I think I would act just like the protagonists. I can’t tell for sure, though, 

because I have never faced such situation. I would definitely have some private doubts, 
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talking to myself and looking for solutions. I would like to stay alive and do my best, yet still 

face the enemy openly. 

 

Can the youth of today also identify themselves with either Rudy or Zośka? 

Marcel Sabat: Of course. I believe that these boys didn’t differ at all from our contemporary 

peers, unless we consider the harsh conditions they had to live in. They were ordinary 

people – in spite of their fight they dated girls and assumed scouts’ duties. Our movie aims to 

portray these characters as common people. It tries to knock them off the pedestal that they 

were placed on in the book. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: I find it difficult to speculate at the moment, because the actions of our 

characters were the outcome of the conditions they lived in. The war history directly 

influenced their parents and grandparents, and this burden could easily be traced back to 

what we know about the story of the Lost Generation. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: I’m convinced that anyone can be Zośka or Rudy. It’s only a matter of our 

effort of will. Theirs was strong till the very end. To equal them, one needs to work really hard 

on oneself and others. The protagonists of “Stones for the Rampart” were bursting with 

energy. Under their wings they took other young people with problems and showed them 

another way. Nowadays we are also in need of such figures – those who possess the natural 

authority. 
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Kamil Szeptycki (Alek) 

 

What appeared to be the greatest challenge during the shooting? 

Marcel Sabat: There were a lot of challenges concerning the acting. The director set the bar 

very high. I think the most important was to overcome our limitations and be more open. We 

had to forget what hindered us and created psychological barriers. In my head there was a 

wall that I had to bring down everytime. The most demanding were those scenes that 

required us to express strong emotions. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: There were challenges at every step. I encountered the first obstacles 

already at the stage of preparation. One of them was my physical condition that I had to work 

on a bit during stunt trainings. Thanks to everyone’s support I managed to put up a good 

work. I also found it extremely difficult to learn German, the language which I had to speak 

during interrogation scenes at the Gestapo HQ. What’s quite interesting is that it’s become 

easier for me to act in German, because I had paid a lot of attention to the meaning and 

intentionality of each word spoken. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: For me the most crucial was to learn discipline. In between the scenes we 

shot, I couldn’t let myself relax too much, because I had to be prepared for the next takes. It 

required constant concentration. At the end of the day everyone felt exhausted. 
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What kind of viewer was this movie made for? 

Marcel Sabat: I think that this movie is for everyone, however, I would still like it to find its 

way to the young viewers. The message it conveys could be really beneficial for this kind of 

audience, as they may put it to good use. 

 

Tomasz Ziętek: It’s a movie that really says a lot, so everyone can find content that is 

especially appealing to themselves. This subject matter is still up-to-date and the film is 

mainly aimed for the young. After all, it’s their story and I think they are ready to discover it. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki:  In my opinion, everyone should watch this movie, but most of all those who 

constantly grumble about the martyrdom of the Polish nation and yet another movie that 

takes up this subject. What this film does is precisely the opposite – it challenges the 

stereotype. This picture lives its own life and shows real people. The events are but the 

background for the relationships between the protagonists themselves and the others. The 

movie will remind the more mature audience of the possibilities that are open up for 

everyone. It will show them the beauty of the joyful youth. The idealism we have as young 

people is not an obstacle in pursuing our dreams. It’s a tremendous power. It makes it worth 

to fight till the end. Moreover, the movie shows the teenagers how to break stagnation in their 

lives. It explains that there is more to life than weekend parties. We did our best in front of 

the camera, so maybe the young generation would also make some effort to change and act 

the right way. 

 

Can this film be entertaining as an action movie? 

Marcel Sabat: Of course there are scenes of pure action. To me personally these were a 

great experience. However, what we focused on the most was the relationships between 

other people. “Kamienie na Szaniec” is more about acting rather than battle scenes. 

   

Tomasz Ziętek: In my opinion it is indeed an action movie with historical background. There 

are a few combat scenes that took us a lot of time to prepare. They are very important in the 

context of the whole picture, because we try to tell the story of what has really taken place 

and we want to make it as interesting as possible. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki: I am firmly convinced that this movie is exciting regardless of the number of 

explosions. It’s narrated in such a way, so as to do without excessive combat scenes that 

one normally expects in action cinema. The audience doesn’t need to be stirred by 
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explosions. The real blasts are emotions expressed by the characters and experienced by 

the viewers. 

 

BIOGRAPHIES 

 

Tomasz Ziętek (born 28.06.1989 in Inowrocław) – an actor, graduate of Danuta Baduszkowa College for Vocalists and Actors 

(Studium Wokalno-Aktorskie) by the Music Theatre in Gdynia. His first role was Zbyszek Godlewski in the 2011’s movie “Czarny 

Czwartek. Janek Wiśniewski Padł” (“Black Thursday”). In addition, the actor is a member of The Fruitcakes band, due to release 

the first album this year.  

 

Marcel Sabat (born 14.07.1989 in Kielce) – an actor, graduate of the Faculty at Acting Department at Leon Schiller National 

Higher School of Film, Television and Theatre in Łódź. His screen debut was a bit role in 2012’s “Nieulotne” (“Lasting”), directed 

by Jacek Borcuch. Marcel Sabat also works as a theatre actor. He cooperated, among others, with Grzegorz Wiśniewski and 

Agata Duda-Gracz. In 2013 he received the Opus Film award for the role of Mark in the spectacle “Shopping and Fucking” at the 

31st Festival of Theatre Schools in Łódź. Currently, his stage performance can be seen at the Kamienica Theatre in Warsaw. 

 

Kamil Szeptycki (born 27.01.1991 in Immendstadt) – an actor and student of Ludwik Solski Academy for the Dramatic Arts 

(Actors’ Faculty in Wrocław). His stage debut was the role of Zewakin in Mikołaj Gogol’s “Ożenek”. For this performance 

Szeptycki received a distinction of the 19th edition of Przegląd Kultury Młodych “Przekręt” 2009. A year later, his duet with Olga 

Żmuda (PWST Wrocław) earned him the Grand Prix of Przegląd Kultury Młodych “Przekręt”, while in 2011 he got the Main 

Acting Department Award of “Przekręt” for the role of Tevye the Milkman in “Fiddler on the Roof”. “Stones for the Rampart” is his 

feature film debut. 
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ARTUR ŻMIJEWSKI 

INTERVIEW WITH THE ACTOR 

 

Artur Żmijewski and Danuta Stenka in a scene from the movie 

 

Who is your character? 

I am the father of Rudy, one of the three protagonists. 

 

At the filmset you once again met Danuta Stenka. How would you describe your 

cooperation? 

I have to admit that it is always a great pleasure to work with Danusia. I have a feeling that 

we should meet even more often. We should share more movies because we really like to 

work together. Danusia Stenka is always fully prepared and brings everyone so much cheer. 

It’s pure bliss, even if the scenes are difficult. 

 

Then what can you tell us about your film characters? 

We were cast as a married couple, Rudy’s parents. These are supporting roles, somewhat in 

the shade of the young protagonists. Everyone who read the book “Kamienie na Szaniec” 
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has a general idea of how the story should flow. Of course the story is transposed to make it 

more cinematic, visually appealing and credible. The literary core, however, is still there. 

 

We try to reflect the family background of our son in the movie. As his parents, we are aware 

of his upbringing and we know what shapes his patriotism and influences the choices he 

makes, all that drives both him and the whole story. 

 

You read “Kamienie na Szaniec” as a young boy. Who did you want to be at that time? 

What kind of impression did you have about the novel? 

I read that book a long time ago. That was back at the eight-grade primary school. That time 

now seems so distant to me that I can hardly remember it. I think I wanted to be like each of 

the young characters, because kids reading such novels consider it a great adventure. Later 

one, when we grow old, we discover that underlying the beautiful story is the terror of war. 

After all, those people not only had their heroic adventures – some of them perished or were 

held captive, often at extermination camps. 

 

At the moment I have an entirely different perspective of the book. Still, I understand the 

emotions that the young can feel reading it. I envy our young protagonists their opportunities 

and chances that wait for them to seize. They can learn something very precious. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Artur Żmijewski (born 10.04.1966 in Radzymin) – an actor, graduate of the Aleksander Zelwerowicz National Academy of 

Dramatic Art in Warsaw. He has been working in the movie business since 1984, when he was cast in the TV movie ”Dzień 

Czwarty”. In the course of his acting career, he played in over 45 motion pictures, the most important being: ”Ostatni Dzwonek” 

(“The Last Schoolbell” – 1989), ”Lava” (1989), ”Psy” (1992), ”Psy II” (1994), ”Ucieczka” (1996), ”Demony Wojny wg Goi” 

(“Demons of War” – 1998), ”W Pustyni i w Puszczy” (“In Desert and Wilderness” – 2001), ”Nigdy w Życiu!” (2004), ”Wszyscy 

Jesteśmy Chrystusami” (“We're All Christs” – 2006), ”Tylko Mnie Kochaj” (“Just Love Me” – 2006), ”Świadek Koronny” (2007), 

”Katyń” (2007), ”Mała Matura 1947” (2010), ”Mój Rower” (“My Father's Bike” – 2012) and ”Oszukane” (“Deceived” – 2013). TV 

series audience know Żmijewski from such pictures as ”Ekstradycja”, ”Na Dobre i na Złe” , ”Sfora” (2002), ”Odwróceni” and 

”Ojciec Mateusz”. 

 

In addition to his screen performance, Artur Żmijewski works as a theatre actor. He debuted at the stage of the Współczesny 

Theatre in 1991, cast as Sebastian in the play “Twelfth Night”. In the years 1998-2008, the actor has been a member of the 

National Theatre in Warsaw. Currently he only makes guest performances at stage. From 1992, the actor has performed at the 

TV theatre and has over 50 shows on the record to date. 

 

Artur Żmijewski’s work was praised by both the audience and the critics. Among the most widely appreciated titles were ”Stan 

Posiadania” (success at the Viareggio International Film Festival), ”3 Dni Bez Wyroku” (“Three Days Without Conviction” – 

nominated at the Gdynia Film Festival). In 1992 Żmijewski received the Zbyszek Cybulski Award for the Best Young Actor. 2010 

saw him receive another award – the Wiktor in the category “The Most Popular TV Actor”. In the course of his acting career, 

Żmijewski won five Telekamery Prizes, the ”Tele Tydzień” magazine awards (2001-2004 and 2011), and two Telemaski Awards 
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in the category “The Best TVP Theatre Actor” (the seasons 2001/2002 and 2002/2003). Moreover, his performance in the play 

”Edward II” earned him the Stefan Traugutt Award in 2003. 

 

In 2005, for recognition of his achievements as an artist, the actor received the Gold Cross of Merit from the President of 

Poland. In 2007 Żmijewski became UNICEF Goodwill Ambassador. 

 

DANUTA STENKA 

INTERVIEW WITH THE ACTRESS 

  

What does patriotism mean to you nowadays? 

I think it means fighting for a good cause, in defence of the truth. It can even mean the daily 

struggle with our own weaknesses, such as laziness or shiftiness. Good causes abound all 

around us. These can be, for instance, paying taxes or waste segregation. We have to be 

honest towards ourselves and others. Naturally patriotism meant much more for the young 

people during the war...  

 

In the movie by Robert Gliński you play the role of Jan “Rudy” Bytnar’s mother… 

This role is all about showing a range of emotions that Rudy’s mother experiences at various 

stages of her life. At first we have birthday, showing the house and the warmth inside. 

Another scene shows the arrest of Ms. Bytnar’s son by the Germans. In the third scene, my 

character sees Rudy badly battered, with little chance of survival. I have prepared for this 

role by watching authentic fragments of stories told by Zdzisława Bytnar herself. She talked 

about the moment she entered the room and saw her son badly beaten. She asked him one 

question: “Where does it hurt, son?”. Then he showed her his little finger, actually one of few 

parts of his body in a better condition. This scene is very significant. I have to admit that I’m 

really vulnerable in such situations and I can’t imagine myself as a mother facing something 

that horrible. Seeing such events, the young people and their parents could find strength and 

courage to move on. Finally, the last scene takes place after Rudy’s death. My character 

talks to Zośka while watching pictures and reflecting on the past.  

 

What kind of emotions will the movie provoke? 

It would be fantastic, if the movie achieved as much as the novel “Kamienie na Szaniec”. I 

can’t forget the day when my older daughter passed on the book required for school to her 

younger sister. It was incredible, as inside the book there were so many index cards, inlays 

with her own notes. She didn’t give her sister a mere book, but a kind of school bible of the 

young generation. She said: “Here you’ve got everything”. Although the girls were totally 

different, her reaction was the same – she was delighted.. 
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The fact that the period of World War II was so distant didn’t matter. Perhaps that’s because 

the story is true and deals with problems of young people at the age of my daughters. It is 

the story of people who have found themselves in a particular time and place and had to fight 

for their plans, love and life. That book really touches a chord and that’s why it moves us so 

much and stays within us for so long. 

 

Can we, modern people, learn something from the book “Kamienie na Szaniec” and 

make it a part of our life? 

We can probably discover the most essential values that might appear difficult to cherish. I 

mean such qualities as honesty and loyalty. 

 

Why is it this story worth retelling? 

In extreme situations, we have a chance to reach towards our inner selves and discover 

everything we deal with in the fairytales we write and the movies we make. It’s a grain of 

longing for another human with capital „H”. This is what came into being in this very story and 

what we would like to show. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Danuta Stenka (born 10.10.1961 in Sierakowice) – a film and theatre actress, one of the most renowned and widely admired 

contemporary Polish stage artists. She graduated at the College for Actors (Studium Aktorskie) by the Wybrzeże Theatre in 

Gdańsk, where she started out on her acting career in 1982. Two years later, she moved to the Współczesny Theatre in 

Szczecin. She has also performed in the Nowy Theatre in Poznań and the Dramatyczny Theatre in Warsaw. Currently, she acts 

in the National Theatre in Warsaw on a regular basis. 

 

It took quite some time before Danuta Stenka’s career as a film actress began, as it happened no sooner than almost fifteen 

years after her stage debut. She made a cameo appearance in "Nocne Graffiti" before playing the main character together with 

Zbigniew Zamachowski in "Odwiedź Mnie we Śnie". The body of her movie works includes such Polish smash hits as: 

”Szczęśliwego Nowego Jorku” (“Happy New York” – 1997), ”Cudze Szczęście” (1997), ”Quo Vadis” (2001), ”Chopin. Pragnienie 

Miłości” (“Chopin: Desire for Love” – 2002), ”Nigdy w Życiu!” (2004), ”PitBull” (2005), ”Tylko Mnie Kochaj” (“Just Love Me” 2006), 

”Janek” (2006), ”Bezmiar Sprawiedliwości” (“Immensity of Justice” – 2006), ”Katyń” (2007), ”Jeszcze Raz” (2008), ”Uwikłanie” 

(2011), ”Nad Życie” (”Life Above All” – 2012) and ”Bejbi Blues” (2012). 

 

The actress received numerous awards for both her movie and theatre performances. Proving her cinematic success are 

multiple Orzeł awards, the ultimate accolades in the Polish movie industry (the acclaimed movies were ”Chopin. Pragnienie 

Miłości”, ”Katyń” and ”Cudze Szczęście” – the latter receiving a nomination). Moreover, her role in ”Chopin. Pragnienie Miłości” 

earned Stenka the Best Leading Female Role Awards at the International Film Festivals in Minsk and Kiev. In 2010 Danuta 

Stenka was voted the Prodigy of ”Przekrój” magazine, and a year later received the Medal for Merit to Culture – Gloria Artis. In 

the same year, the actress won the Gold Microphone for her outstanding roles performed at the Polish Radio Theatre. 
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ANDRZEJ CHYRA 

INTERVIEW WITH THE ACTOR 

  

“To be like Kiwerski” – what does it mean? 

”To be like Kiwerski” means being responsible. It means protecting those young boys from 

joining the fight too soon. My film character is aware that the juvenile zeal combined with little 

experience may quickly lead to death. 

 

Who is Kiwerski in “Kamienie na Szaniec”? 

He is the officer of the Polish Home Army who takes care of the Grey Ranks. He trains them 

and familiarises them with the thought that every day of struggle can be their last one. 

 

What is the main power of “Stones for the Rampart” as a cinematic adaptation? 

It’s a story about courage, honour, responsibility and young, hot blood – the youth that wants 

to be actively involved. It reflects the desire to fight for freedom. 

 

What examples set by the story can we follow? 

We should try to be as committed, courageous and true to noble ideals as the characters 

portrayed. 

 

BIOGRAPHY 

 

Andrzej Chyra (born 27.08.1964 in Gryfów Śląski) – an actor, graduate of the National Academy of Dramatic Art in Warsaw. 

One of the most accomplished and widely appreciated (by viewers and critics alike) movie and theatre artists. His first film was 

“Dekalog IV”, directed by Krzysztof Kieślowski (1988). 

Andrzej Chyra is known for such successful screen productions as ”Dług” (“The Debt” – 1999), ”Pieniądze to Nie Wszystko” 

(”Money Is Not Everything” – 2001), ”Przedwiośnie” (“The Spring to Come” – 2001), ”Pogoda na Jutro” (2003), ”Symetria” 

(”Symmetry” – 2004), ”Komornik” (”The Collector” – 2005), ”Wszyscy Jesteśmy Chrystusami” (“We're All Christs” – 2006), 

”Katyń” (2007), ”Wszystko, co Kocham” (”All That I Love” – 2009), ”Sponsoring” (“Elles” – 2010), as well as the recent hit by 

Małgorzata Szumowska, ”W Imię…” (”In the Name of…” – 2013). 

Chyra is also a laureate of numerous movie awards, including two ultimate accolades of Polish film industry – Orzeł awards 

(”Dług” and ”Komornik”). His other successes include two Orzeł nominations and three awards earned at the Gdynia Film 

Festival (”Dług”, ”Komornik” and ”W Imię…”). In addition, for his performance in “W Imię…”, Andrzej Chyra received three 

awards in the category “Best Leading Male Role” – at the European Film Festival in Serbia, the German Neisse Film Festival 

and the Gdynia Film Festival. 
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MISCELLANEOUS 

KAMIŃSKI’S LEGACY 

 
“Listen to the story of Alek, Rudy, Zośka and a few other great people who witnessed 

the unforgettable years 1939-1943, the times of heroism and terror. Let me tell you 

about the people who, at these incredible and desperate times, were able to live life to 

the full, and whose deeds and verve left their mark on the capital and echoed all over 

the country. It is them who, till the very end, stayed true to the most noble ideals: 

COMRADESHIP AND SERVICE” (A. Kamiński “Kamienie na Szaniec”). 

This is the introduction to “Kamienie na Szaniec” by Aleksander Kamiński, one of the most 

beautiful novels about comradeship in the times of war, a true friendship between men, the 

fight, patriotism and dreams of the young generation. The book, based on the accounts of 

eyewitnesses, was written already during the war and printed in an underground printing 

house. The copies were distributed throughout the city by teenage messengers who often 

risked their lives to make sure the book reached its destination. Kamiński’s work was read at 

secret meetings of underground activists by the light of candles and carbide lamps, by the 

heat of the partisans’ campfire or at the insurgents’ barricades. Already at the time, the book 

became one of the milestones of Polish literature. Immersed in it were both the elderly and 

the young. As years gone by, many of the readers mentioned that the book was indeed a 

perfect illustration of what they had felt – the oppression of war, their dreams and 

experience. It was the story of real people. 

Aleksander Kamiński based the plot of “Kamienie na Szaniec” on the actual events that took 

place in March 1943 in Nazi-occupied Warsaw. It was the night of 22 March when the 

Gestapo arrested the Grey Ranks’ Scoutmaster – Jan Bytnar “Rudy”. Word of the detainment 

and cruel tortures at the German headquarters quickly reached Rudy’s friends, who, like 

Bytnar himself, were members of the famous Bolesław Chrobry 23th Warsaw Troop of the 

Polish Scouting and Guiding Association (ZHP), a group often called “Orangery” (Polish 

“Pomarańczarnia”) because of orange neckerchiefs. Since the formation of underground 

resistance movement they were also associated with the Minor Sabotage and the Grey 

Ranks’ Assault Groups. Already on the 23 March Rudy’s friends decided to liberate him. 

Tadeusz Zawadzki “Zośka” was the one behind the rescue plan. It was him who assembled 

the group to attack the prisoner transport on its way from the Szucha Avenue to the Pawiak 

Prison. However, the operation codenamed “Meksyk I” was cancelled, because the Home 

Army’s Directorate of Subversion could not grant the necessary authorisation in time, 

although the troop was in operational readiness at the site. No sooner than on the 26 March 

at 5.30 PM did the group manage to carry out an operation codenamed “Meksyk II”. The 
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daring action took a mere quarter of an hour – at Długa Street, near the Arsenal, the 

insurgents managed to liberate 21 people, including Rudy himself. The Polish forces 

consisted of 29 partisans led by the Commanding Officer of the Warsaw Banner Group of the 

Grey Ranks – Scoutmaster Stanisław “Orsza” Broniewski. However, when the Poles were 

retreating, Aleksy “Alek” Dawidowski received serous wounds. Unfortunately, both Rudy and 

Alek died a few days after, the former from the tortures inflicted, the latter from the bullet 

wound (30 March 1943).  

The rescue operation echoed strongly in the whole occupied country. It became a symbol of 

friendship and steadfastness. It showed that determination and a perfect plan can suffice to 

defeat a stronger enemy and save friends from the oppressors. 

The Germans’ retaliation was to execute 140 on the Pawiak yard. Still, two months later the 

soldiers of the Grey Ranks, including “Zośka”, managed to assassinate two Gestapo agents 

who used to brutally torture “Rudy” at Szucha Avenue.  

These events, as well as Kamiński’s own experience as an underground activist and the 

accounts of Alek’s, Rudy’s and Orsza’s friends who witnessed the Operation Arsenal, 

became a direct inspiration for the author to write “Kamienie na Szaniec”. The source of 

information on the last hours of Jan Bytnar’s life was the diary of Rudy’s best friend, Tadeusz 

Zawadzki “Zośka”, who wrote everything down several days after the tragic events. Kamiński 

began his work already in May 1943. 

“I wrote this novel purely from my heart, rather than as a result of comprehensive analyses. I 

knew the wonderful youth of that time; I was among them when the thunder struck. I 

dreamed of sharing this with the world, of preserving the truth about the young generation, 

immortalising these people in the memory of our society. I perceived certain facts, as if 

looking through a magnifying glass. These were invariably associated with bravery, 

righteousness and care. But I’ve never concealed anything” – mentioned Kamiński after 

many years. 

As the author was stricken by the death of young men of such great worth, he asked his wife 

to write down his thoughts.  

„Olek dictated me what to write, and I was noting everything by hand. Page after page, the 

story was quickly unfolding, although he was sometimes short of breath, at loss for words… 

He could hardly dictate the passages about Rudy’s interrogation. Sometimes an alarm, 

police in the neighbouring houses, interrupted our work” – recalled Janina Kamińska, the 

author’s wife. 

After two days the book was ready. The first edition came out in July 1943, with 2000 copies 

printed. It was subtitled: “Opowiadanie o Wojtku i Czarnym” (“The Tale of Wojtek and 

Czarny”). The printed name of the author was Juliusz Górecki, while the book was published 
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by the fictitious KOPR publishing company. The real publisher was the Secret Military 

Printing Works. The first version was 68-page long and ended with Rudy’s death. Due to 

conspiratorial reasons, Kamiński had to use fictitious pseudonyms. “Rudy” therefore became 

“Czarny”, “Zośka” turned into “Staśka”, whereas Alek became “Wojtek”. The names of other 

characters were coded in a similar way. In spite of that, every member of the Grey Ranks in 

Warsaw knew the people behind these names. 

“The unreality of everything that was happening around had such a strong impact that 

everyone questioned themselves whether it was the truth or just a dream” – writes Kamiński. 

He goes on to answer himself – “And so the absolute faith of the youth, the faith in oneself, 

the nation, the Polish cause and the supreme justice, made these people perceive the 

surroundings as something truly unreal and temporary”. Then the author adds – “Only 

courage and resolve combined with calm and sobriety may lead to a success”. 

A year later, the book was smuggled on microfilms to England, where it was published in no 

time. After the death of Tadeusz Zawadzki “Zośka” in August 1943, Aleksander Kamiński 

wrote additional chapters. When the war was over, the book saw official publication, however 

in a heavily censored version. Soon it disappeared from bookstores as a prohibited title. 

Aleksander Kamiński himself was on the list of forbidden authors during the Stalinism period. 

No sooner than after the Khrushchev Thaw could “Kamienie na Szaniec” be reissued. Since 

the very first underground edition, the book has enjoyed continued popularity and remained 

an important title on the obligatory school reading list.  

Aleksander Kamiński has always donated half of the income from subsequent editions of his 

novel to the plot of the “Zośka” Battalion at the Powązki cemetery in Warsaw. 

“Kamienie na Szaniec” wasn’t Kamiński’s first book about the scouts’ underground activities 

during World War II. Earlier on, in 1941, the author wrote “Wielka Gra”. The target group 

were scouts aged 16-18, attending the Military Schools of the Grey Ranks. The next year 

saw the publication of yet another book – “Przodownik. Podręcznik dla kierowników 

oddziałów Zawiszy”. 

Aleksander Kamiński was one of the co-founders of Polish scouts movement. He became a 

scout himself in 1918. In the interwar period, he was active as a troop leader and, later on, a 

company leader in Pruszków. At the time he was also a commander of Mazowsze Banner 

Group of the ZHP and the chief of the Department of Minority Groups at the ZHP HQ (taking 

care of the Jewish squads). He is also credited as a founder of Cub Scout and Brownie 

method (the youngest scout groups). He wrote instructional books for the scouts’ instructors 

and Cub Scout’s manuals. During the World War II Kamiński worked in the commanding 

body of the underground ZHP – the Grey Ranks. Already in the early days of the occupation 

he founded the Minor Sabotage Organisation “Wawer”. Its young boy scout members used to 
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paint the signs of Fighting Poland’s “Kotwica” (“Anchor”), much to the Nazis’ dismay. They 

also distributed patriotic leaflets, blew gas into cinemas and broke the windows of 

photography expositions that displayed the pictures of German soldiers. Furthermore, 

Kamiński worked as an editor-in-chief of the “Biuletyn Informacyjny” magazine published by 

the Operational Command of the Home Army Information and Propaganda Office. His 

pseudonyms included “Kaźmierczak”, “Hubert”, “Fabrykant” and „Kamyk”. Kamiński also 

fought as a soldier of the Warsaw Uprising. 

After the war, the author devoted himself to the work as a lecturer at the University of Łódź. 

When the communist authorities decided to get rid of the pre-war instructors due to 

ideological reasons, Kamiński was expelled from the scouts’ organisation in 1947. He got a 

chance to return after the ZHP reactivation in October 1956, however he was yet again 

forced to leave, hard-pressed by the new communist authorities aiming to subordinate ZHP 

and other organisations to the dominant ideology of the ruling party.  

Aleksander Kamiński died 15 March 1978 and was buried next to the Grey Ranks Plot at the 

Powązki Cemetery in Warsaw. He was laid to rest by the side of Rudy, Alek and Zośka – the 

beloved protagonists of his novel “Stones for the Rampart”. 

For the scouts “Kamyk” became a true icon. Over a dozen of schools in the whole country 

were named in his honour. Kamiński is a patron of several dozen scout squads, groups and 

companies. By the resolution of the Polish Sejm, the year 2003 was proclaimed the year of 

Aleksander Kamiński. 

What’s also significant from the perspective of the Polish Scout Movement (that has recently 

celebrated its centenary) is the memory of the Grey Ranks members. Despite numerous 

disturbances and issues – the underground activity during the war and heavy casualties, 

post-war persecutions, divisions, the imposed communist ideology, the reactivation and the 

revived educative tradition, the rich symbolism – the scouts have endured and remained the 

greatest Polish youth organisation, expanding to this day. To the subsequent generations of 

immigrants being a member of a scout squad abroad was a token of Polish national spirit 

that strengthened the ties of integrity between nations.  

The ideals embodied by the protagonists of “Stones for the Rampart”, the values for which 

the “Lost Generation” lived and died, remains vital not only to the scouts, but to the 

contemporary youth in general (lately even more so). The proof is increasing participation of 

young people in the annual celebrations to commemorate the Polish Underground State. 

One of such events in Warsaw is the March Scouts Trek “Arsenal” with over 40-year-old 

tradition. Historically, in the 70’s and 80’s, the event saw informal groups of “rebellious” ZHP 

scouts, tracked and persecuted by the security forces. 
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In recent years there is an abundance of reconstruction groups inspired by the traditions of 

partisan troops, the insurgents or Polish Armed Forces in the West. Diaries, memoirs and 

historical works devoted to the Polish Underground State become increasingly popular at the 

publishing market. There are quite a few famous rock bands performing insurgents’ songs in 

front of thousands of fans. This trend is also reflected in the field of mass media on the 

example of numerous TV and radio broadcasts on the Grey Ranks, the insurgents and 

soldiers fighting the Soviet and Nazi occupants. 

The majority of those who took part in the Operation Arsenal did not make it to the end of the 

war. One of the first to perish, in August 1943, was Zośka, whose name was then given to 

the scouts battalion of underground soldiers who used to form a bulk of the Grey Ranks 

Assault Groups. The “Zośka” and “Parasol” Battalions (including the scouts) became famous 

for their brave actions during the occupation and their heroic fight in the Warsaw Uprising. 

Many of them perished at that time. Those who survived were taken to Soviet labour camps 

or suffered tortures in the hands of the communist security forces. The survivors remained 

together till the end and always supported each other. The last participant of the Operation 

Arsenal died three years ago. 

“At this point the story comes to an end, although the fight itself goes on. Inexorable 

justice slowly, yet inevitably, reaches for the throats of the world’s criminals to punish 

them with due severity. In blood and pain of creation, Poland’s world of Tomorrow is 

born, clouded by the temporary chaos. The fight continues. The story must end. Yet 

indeed, it was the story of the most noble ideals: COMRADESHIP AND SERVICE, 

about the people who died a beautiful death as they were able to LIVE A BEAUTIFUL 

LIFE” (A. Kamiński “Kamienie na Szaniec”). 
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